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Safe tuning beyond standard production 
With the Police BMW i4 by AC Schnitzer as a concept car, the Aachen-based tuning 
company has played a major role in the initiative TUNE IT! SAFE! 2022/2023 

Faster than the police allow - that of course applies to the concept vehicles of the TUNE IT! SAFE! initiative as 
much as any other vehicle! 
Because every year for the past 17 years, a vehicle in the original police design has been presented that complies 
with the traffic safety regulations of the law enforcers. The campaign, which is supported by the Federal Ministry of 
Transport and Digital Infrastructure Germany, uses the nationwide campaign to draw attention to safe tuning and to 
show what is possible in tuning when the road traffic licensing regulations are complied with. The campaign is of 
course financed exclusively by sponsors. 

For the eighth time, Aachen-based tuning company AC Schnitzer is playing a major role in the showcase for safe 
tuning. The all-electric BMW i4 by AC Schnitzer fulfils all the requirements for a dynamic, powerful and sporty 
appearance while at the same time complying with regulations and taking sustainability aspects into account. The 
fact that AC Schnitzer is also a competent partner for increasing driving dynamics and fun with electric vehicles is 
not only shown by the now extensive programs for hybrid and electric vehicles. The Aachen-based tuners were 
able to gain their first experience with an electric vehicle 12 years ago, when the TUNE IT! SAFE! vehicle, the 
Electric Police MINI, was equipped by AC Schnitzer. 

The aerodynamics package from AC Schnitzer already makes the heart of every tuning fan beat faster and the 
downforce values increase: Front spoiler elements, front splitter, front side wings, the AC Schnitzer design package 
side (2 elements per side), rear roof spoiler, carbon rear spoiler, rear side wings and, to complete the look, the 
AC Schnitzer rear skirt protection film bring motorsport feeling closer to the road. 

Thanks to the AC Schnitzer suspension spring kit (lowering: front / rear: approx. 20 - 25 mm each compared with 
the standard suspension), this is not far from the driver and ensures optimum road and cornering stability. 

The AC Schnitzer wheel set with AC4 Flow Forming rims BiColor Silver/Black (front: 8.5J x 20" with Hankook 
Ventus S1 evo 3 tyres in 255/35 R 20 and rear: 9.5J x 20" with in 265/35 R 20) stands for technically modern 
design just like the interior of the concept car. 

AC Schnitzer aluminium pedals, aluminium footrest, aluminium cover "Black Line" for i-Drive System Controller and 
aluminium keyholder pass not only every police check but also every design check. 

The BMW i4 by AC Schnitzer was fitted with the Police special signalling system by Hella. The official FOLIATEC 
foil decor and the SECURLUX safety foil in the side windows complete the original Police outfit. 

Homologation approval of AC Schnitzer special parts for road traffic is a central topic in the development of new 
components. All the components used in the TUNE IT! SAFE! Police BMW i4 by AC Schnitzer are tested 
accordingly. This means that the current concept vehicle of the TUNE IT! SAFE! initiative is on this side of all road 
approval regulations, but - as usual with AC Schnitzer - beyond any standard production! 

 
 You can find AC Schnitzer at: Facebook - Flickr - Instagram - Twitter - YouTube 

Reprint free of charge. Please send us a copy. Thank you. 
Sharing our photos/videos is encouraged. Please use the following tags: 

Instagram: #acschnitzer @acschnitzer - Facebook: www.ac-schnitzer.de #evenmoredrivingpleasure 
For more information and pictures, please visit: https://www.ac-schnitzer.de/en/presscenter 
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